DEVELOPING MY CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING AT PEAC – A CONTINUUM

Inquiring - Identifying, Exploring and Organising Information and Ideas
Pose Questions
I ask mostly skinny, closed questions to find out information.

I ask fat questions, that require some thinking, to help me
understand and find the meaning of information.

I ask a range of questions including fat, open questions and I use
them to help me investigate ideas and explain information.

I ask questions to investigate complex beliefs, theories or
philosophies or to challenge and investigate assumptions.

I use appropriate sources and select the most important
information to use.

I use well-selected sources to help me find, and clearly explain,
information and ideas.

I use information and ideas from a variety of sources to explore
challenging issues and make my findings very clear to others.

I analyse, condense and combine relevant information from
multiple sources.

I analyse and evaluate information from well-selected sources
which I acknowledge.

I critically analyse and evaluate information according to criteria.
My sources are properly acknowledged.

Identify and Clarify Information and Ideas
I find information from limited sources and identify main ideas.

Organise and Process Information
I collect and compare facts and opinions from more than one
source.

Generating Ideas
Imagine Possibilities and Connect Ideas (consider alternatives)
I use thinking tools when instructed and sometimes need help to
build on what I already know to produce a new product. I can
think of some alternatives.

I think of possibilities and I combine ideas from different sources
to produce ideas new to me. If things are not working, I find
alternative solutions.

I choose different ways to imagine possibilities and to find
alternative ways of doing things. I make some links between
ideas I already know and those that are new to me.

I adapt ideas and create alternative solutions even when there is
not much information, or the information is conflicting. I make
connections between old and new ideas to create new ways to
achieve goals.

I check options to see which ones work best. I change my actions
based on what I find.

I predict the outcomes of different plans and test to see which
ones work best. I use the results of my tests to make decisions
and change my ideas or actions if needed.

I predict and test the consequences of a variety of ideas before
making decisions. I change my thinking, or my actions, based on
my findings and I explain my conclusions even when there are
uncertainties.

Seek Solutions and Put Ideas into Action
I follow directions to think of options when completing tasks. I
use my experience to decide if my plans are worthwhile.

Reflecting on Thinking and Processes
Transfer Knowledge into New Contexts
I use information from one setting to help me improve in
another.

I use previous knowledge to help make new meaning in a
different setting.

I explain how I use knowledge from one setting and apply it to a
different situation.

I clearly explain how and why I use knowledge and information
from one situation and I apply it in new and relevant ways.

Using given tools, I reflect on the reasons for my thinking. I
consider feedback and adjust my thinking when necessary.

I choose appropriate ways to reflect on my own thinking and I
consider why I hold certain ideas and beliefs. I accept feedback
and act on it.

I independently question and reflect on my own and others'
thinking. I invite and consider alternative opinions.

Thinking about Thinking
I state what I think or explain how I worked something out.

Analysing, Synthesising and Evaluating – Reasoning and Procedures
Apply Logic and Reasoning
I recognise appropriate thinking strategies and, when instructed,
use them to complete tasks.

I use suggested thinking tools when appropriate and I consider
whether there is enough evidence to give reasons for my actions
and conclusions.

I choose appropriate thinking tools and identify the reasoning
and evidence behind my own and others’ conclusions.

I explain the reasons for using different thinking tools and
strategies, and I can identify gaps in my own and others’
reasoning.

I use criteria, such as rubrics, to consider how effective my
processes are, and I give reasons my judgements.

I explain why and how I use thinking tools, or other strategies, to
reflect on processes, ideas and products.

I choose the best thinking tools or methods to reflect on
processes, ideas and products. I explain my intentions, justify my
ideas and account for outcomes, even if they were not what was
expected.

Reflect on and Evaluate Processes and Outcomes
I identify relevant information about the processes that I use and
I say how effective my processes were.

